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to investigate the properties of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (libs) for the determination of the major elements
of human hair. libs measurements of a hair sample in ashed form were carried out at different laser fluences, and the
reproducibility was investigated. the main element of interest was found to be fe and the relative standard deviations for
the concentrations of fe were about 10%. combinations of argon and xenon in the gas mixture were used for the
determination of the elements up to fe and na. we investigated the effect of different gas mixtures on the libs spectra and
evaluated the analytical precision of the whole procedure. the investigated elements were fe, mg, ca, k, na, al, and zn.
dependent on the combination of gas mixtures, ca and na could also be determined. to present a solid-state laser-diode-
pumped liquid-helium-cooled four-wave-mixing (lhc-fwm) source of continuously tunable 13c and 12c pulsed signals (60
pulses/s). it consists of a compressor-lhc-fwm system to obtain a periodic train of ultrashort pulses with a pulse width less
than 5 fs. its tunability range is from 41.6 to 90.5 ghz (at 3.1% bandwidth) and its linewidth is less than 500 khz. the full-
width half-maximum linewidth of the lhc-fwm system is about 250 khz for a pump laser wavelength of 1500 nm. the
power output of the system was measured to be about 100 mw at the repetition rate of 60 pulses/s. the emission of this
source at 77 k is at 606 nm. the calibrated concentration of carbon in deuterated chloroform was determined using a lhc-
fwm-based ir absorption spectroscopy method. the lhc-fwm system gives a baseline-free resonance spectrum of c-d
stretching vibrations. its precision in determining carbon concentration was demonstrated. the c-d stretching vibrations of
various carbon-containing molecules were measured. furthermore, a quantum cascade laser-based ftir spectrometer was
also used to measure the absorption spectrum of deuterated chloroform for detecting c-d vibration modes. the results of
the two methods were in good agreement.
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to compare the acute and chronic effects on hepatic cells of mwa using a cryogenic probe, such as a cooling spray. a
cryogenic coated, metal or plastic probe was inserted through the abdominal wall of the animals. mwa was performed for

3 min with a power output of 50 w. in the acute study, rats were killed after 4 hours, 7 days and 1 month and in the
chronic study, after 1 month and 3 months. volume densities of hepatic cells at each time point were measured by a

stereological method. cell damage was also observed by using glutaraldehyde-fixed and tem stained cells. in the acute
study, the volume density of hepatocytes at 4 hours after mwa was significantly decreased compared with those of sham-
operated animals. there was no obvious cell damage in the other groups. in the chronic study, at 1 month after mwa, the
cell volume density and cell injury ratio were decreased compared with those observed at 3 months after mwa. compared

with sham-operated animals, acute mwa induced volume densities of hepatocytes at 4 hours after mwa. there was no
significant cell damage observed by tem-fixed and examined by tem-stained cells. stereological cell density of the acute

experimental liver after mwa was significantly decreased compared with those after sham-operation. there was no
obvious cell damage in the group. moreover, in the chronic study, at 1 month after mwa, the volume density, volume

density, and the number of hepatocytes decreased compared with those at 3 months after mwa. the volume density of
hepatocytes was significantly reduced at 1 month after mwa compared with sham-operated animals. this study shows
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